Gas-Cylinder Handling Tasks in Taiwan
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Dear Editor-in-Chief,

Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) have become a critical topic, especially among people who must handle heavy objects in unsuitable postures to fulfill job requirements [1]. The manual handling of gas cylinders is a typical example of such operations in Taiwan and many Southeast Asian countries. Gas cylinders are used frequently in Taiwan because of the dietary and living conditions of Taiwanese people, such as cooking meals and providing heat for water heaters.

In Taiwan, the estimated number of gas stores is 10,000 and approximately 40,000 people are employed in gas distribution. Nearly 8,000,000 gas cylinders weighing 40 kg each are currently used in Taiwan (an empty weight of 20 kg).

Particularly in rural areas or villages and towns where natural gas pipelines have not been developed, numerous individual gas stores operate and maintain designated service areas. Lin reported that handling gas cylinders over 40 kg induces risks of shoulder and back injury [2]. For example, lifting a cylinder onto the shoulder requires supporting the cylinder by using the right hand, which may cause severe injury to the hands and shoulders (Figure 1).

Devereux et al. evaluated the effectiveness of using auxiliary devices to handle small gas cylinders (16-22 kg), and discovered that these devices increased handlers’ physical loads [3]. Therefore, we investigated potentially risky factors by in-depth interviews and provided suggestions for improving these tasks. Semi-structured on-site in-depth interviews with four gas-cylinder handlers were conducted, and the interviews were recorded verbatim to identify the similarities and differences among the interviewees.

The major similarities are summarized as follows:

All interviewees belonged to the disadvantaged working group because of the financial conditions of their families and they did not work for only 2-3 days per month.

None of the interviewees had former experience in handling gas cylinders before engaging in this work, and the companies did not provide pre-occupational training. The primary job requirement was that applicants must be able to ride motorcycles with manual transmissions. The interviewees learned skills to prevent injuries through experience and considered handling skills more essential than body size.

The interviewees perceived that the most dangerous actions or postures were lifting from a lower level, shoulder carrying, and unloading and the most frequently performed actions or postures were shoulder carrying, lifting from the bottom, and placing down (Figure 1).

Gloves are commonly worn during winter to prevent the hands from bleeding and becoming chapped. In addition, shoulder carrying results in calluses on the shoulders; therefore, the interviewees sometimes used shoulder pads. The interviewees rarely used other auxiliary devices, such as carts, because using them was inconvenient or did not improve the handling efficiency (Figure 2).

Initially, the interviewees experienced fear when riding motorcycles to deliver heavy gas cylinders that contained dangerous chemicals. Accidents even occurred when only two cylinders were loaded on the motorcycle because the riders could not firmly hold the handlebars due to shaking.

Most consumers of gas live in old apartments, of which only 10%-20% are equipped with elevators. Delivery to the third floor or above requires additional charges of US$0.6-2.0.

Peak hours in a day are 8:00-10:00, 12:00-14:00 and 17:00-20:00 (especially during dinner preparation and showering). Approximately 20 gas cylinders can be delivered in 1 hour during peak hours, and over 100 cylinders per day can be delivered during periods of cold weather.

Handling gas cylinders is more dangerous on rainy days than on sunny days, because wet roads or shallow tire treads can cause accidents such as loss of control and collision. In addition, skid proof
shoes should be worn when handling gas cylinders to prevent slipping and falling, especially when ascending stairs.

Most interviewees feared ascending the stairs while carrying a gas cylinder on the shoulders. They felt tremendously stressed when a delivery to the fourth floor or above was requested. This stress was less serious when they were young, but grew with age.

We investigated the current situation regarding task characteristics among gas cylinder handlers and the possible risk factors by using in-depth interviews. The preliminary results are provided as follows. Most of the gas-cylinder handlers were older and began handling gas cylinders when employed in other job positions or unemployed. This result revealed that, considering the work characteristics and social identity evaluations, this job was not the first choice for applicants looking for their first job and that gas-cylinder handlers are a disadvantaged working group who require additional concern and assistance. Moreover, the environment and delivery circumstances influenced the perceptions and physical loads of gas-cylinder handlers. Therefore, the working conditions and level of handling difficulty should be considered when analyzing workers' physical and psychological loads.

Figure 2: Pictures illustrating points addressed in the in-depth interview.
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